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Keep it in the family



Get staff involved 

Our staff use a Whatsapp group to share 

content

We make the most of the content which has 

yielded our most popular posts



Celebrate the mundane!

 We use video and pictures to 

inspire visitors to come to the 

farm 

 We use FREE movie editing 

software like iMovie

 Our video showing a sheep 

caesarean was picked up by 

local media outlets and 

viewed by over 23,000 people



Celebrate the mundane!

 New baby donkey- reached 

208,000 people

 Over 75,000 views to date and 

increasing!



Celebrate the mundane!

 Local press are very supportive 

of our business

 Footage of our Shetland Ponies 

being moved into their new 

paddock was by far the most 

successful we’ve ever posted -
it had almost 203,000 views



Count the pennies!

 Strict budgets don’t have to be 
a barrier – you just have to work 

smart.

 Our Teddy Bear event was 

marketed solely through 

organic reach (unpaid 

Facebook posts.)

 How we did it:

 We used creative illustrations and 

video blasts.

 The sell out event ran over two 

days and reached 50,000 people 

on Facebook.



Our customers selling our business 

for us- Facebook posts



Know your data

Facebook insights are free - and they tell you with brilliant detail what’s working and what 
isn’t. As soon as we changed our marketing technique, and developed a clear online video 

voice, we saw numbers change. Dramatically.

And so we monitor what works and what doesn’t work on a daily basis. 



Lead by example

Your staff really will be the best chance you have to get interesting 

content. But never ask them to do something you aren’t prepared to do 
yourself.



Build a community

We want our visitors to be part of the story - so we 

encourage them to upload pictures with different 

hashtags. 

We’ve had #farmfan, #farmcarnival and #elfieselfie 

which has helped gain significant organic reach - and 

yielded us a valuable bank of free and useable content. 

Every event sheet has Facebook upload details on.



User uploads



Instagram is your friend

 If you aren’t using it yet, you need to be. It’s a new way to 
communicate with customers and it’s free!

 We get absolutely scores of free photographs from Instagram and we 

embed these into our Facebook page. Our customers always 

comment when they see their pictures - and they are always happy 

about it.



Use software if it helps

 Facebook’s native scheduler or Hootsuite. 

 Email database - we now have over 18,000 subscribers and have 

an average open rate of 26 per cent. 

 We gathered a lot of this data from a piece of software called 

Heyo.



These guys are the star of the show!

Our final thought:



Any questions


